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NATIC)NAL ADVISORY CO_.'!},.IITT}.']EFOR AERONAUTICS

_!]I',[ORANDUM REPORT

for t_e

Army Air Forces, Air Technical Service Co_m_and

DITCHINC- BEHAVIOR OF HILYTARY AIRPLANES

AS AFFECTED BY DITCHING AIDS

B_ !_'h'r_ar et I_. S-;-,einc_r

S%R4T,[ARY

Pls.nir_< devices s_:!ch ms hy..droflaps and hydrofoils

were install.e:i on severa!dynamica]17 scaled models of

m_.litary airplanes, a'n.d their effectiveness in i_:_proving

ditching chsracterist_%cs was deter:_i..d_ned from tests

coverir. S a number of ditching conditior_so

in ceneral, these ditchin S aids v.rere found to be of

value° The ditching aids tested caused a ped.uctic, n in

the maximum longitudinal (along t]:'e fore and aft axis)

decelerations and kept the for,_,rard part of the fuselage

clear or the water during most of the run. [[imthe case

of a full-scale d.ltchin S tliis probabl_r wo_Id r_su.lt in

... -">" a _ eless <lama,<<e to th.e i,asel _ bottom and. ....]e_s flood _n,!_ of'

the air]_.lane, thus reducing the hazard to the crew°

As a background to the _:odei tes%o_ th.!_s report

p-r'esents general information regarding ditching aids and

some experimental data obtained durin S tests on a hydro-

flap in the impact basin at the LanNle y Laboratory.

E-'<o _', _" _e test _ •_.,:_...._.. ,- s wfLth, d.ynam_.o K:od@ls wore coi%di.kotce,S.

at the Langley Laboratory is. tank no. 2 and at an outdoor

catapult to investigate the ditching characteristics of

military airplanes.

It was found in these earlier tests that_ in some

instances, violent decelerations occurred because of the

high hydrodynamic drag of protuberances such as turrets_

,_ of the, general shape ofwing f!aps_ and naoelles_ b ...... ause _.-



the fuselage bottom_ or because of the effect of dama_e_

to various parts of the fusela_eo o Also, reports of full-

scale ditchings had indicated that damage to the fuselage

bottoms and the flooding of the fuselage led. to quick

sinking of the airplane after a ditch.ins.

The earlier tests were accordingly extended to

investisate the performance of dynamic models of several

m-_litar_, _ airplanes equippe, d with ditching aids. These

devices were designed to dissipate vertical and angular

momentum, prevent the _ose anl nacelles from digging into

the water_ and deflect the water so as to reduce loads on

the bomb-bay area°

_,- e._., te st which were madeThis repo..?t presents ....._ta .... em . s
e.: z e,,l_ivene ss.. ° " _._ate the _'__ _"at an outdoor cata.pult t _ mn_.est _°

of ditcb.in_- aids
, , , •

Gi'_}USRAL.._ RE<%Ut_{EH_{NTS OF DI <'_'_::_T__,.,_:._ _,_,, AIDS

she orevmous mo,_e_ tests and actualOn the basis of '- ' _ ° _ _

experience a ditching aid to be effective should d.issi-

pate tb.-G vertical and angular momentum, pr<_vent the nose

of the airplane from digging into the water, and deflect

the water away from the bottom of the fuselage so as to

reduce loads under the pilot's compartment and on the

boule-bay doors during a ditching.

The above general requirements can be met b,....rany one

_._,, _ ypes of aids but to be practical the ditchingof _,., ,feral t

aid should offer very littie air drag, be simple, and

requi_._e only slight modification to m__e az.,..plan structure.

The ditching aid may be placed at a ooint which is already

reinforced to take landing loads, such as the nose wheel

location or main landing-gear location. If this is done,

the additional weight of' a comolete retractable ditching-

aid i_stallation for a large bomber sh.ould not exceed a

few hundred pounds,

A device, which immediately su.sgest% itself, is. some
-,_-e the the form of a hydro-sort o_'..a planins sur_ac in ei r

flap or a hw_,rofoil

K,,rdrof!apso- The hydroflap, as used in these tests,

is a long inclined plate instull_, beneath the forward
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portion of the fuselage or under the nace!_les ,_._ _a

airplane, Itserves as a shock absorber as it. er_ters

the water and, if of adequate size, it is able io

absorb the landing impact and allow the aircraft to

plane along the water with the nose, nacelles, and

forward part of the fuselage bottom clear of the water°

Although the wake properties of a hydroflan are

not too well established, it is thought that con-

siderable area of the fuse!ao_e bottom will be afforded

orotection by the h-frdroflan wake.

_e attitude of the longitudinal axis of the

airplane during a ditching is usually of the order

of _o to 12 °. To protect the nose, a hydroflan shou.ld

be narrow laterally to limit the initial loading and

should project a considerable distance, vertically,
beneath the nose so that contact with the water of

the flap and the rear of the fuselage would occur

at about the same time. The flap should tend to hold

the nose out of the water while the rear of the fuselage

tends to sink into the h ydroflap wake so that there

should be little change in fuselage attitude during

the early stages of a smooth-water ditching.

Hydrofoils.- Another ditci_ing aid, which may

accomplis_ tk_e same pu.rpose as a hydroflap but in a

slightly different manner, is a V-type h-ydrofoil.

This device, as used in these tests, is a olate having

a span of several feet and a chord of about one-sixth

to one-ei!_hth of the span. It is suspended below the

nose of an airnlane by struts, has a sllo_t dihedral

in the spanwise direction, and has a cross section of

an airfoi!.

' OAs -c_l._e hydrofoil contacts, _.t acts as a planing

olate; _oowever, its small chord length and low positive

angle of incidence with the water surface hermit it to

immsrae into the water. At a depth of 4 or 5 chord

lengths the h_drofoil is not influenced by the surface

of the water and excent for caw_itation airfoil conditions

nrevail. As the hydrofoil again approaches the surface_

reduction an the mass of water flowing above the

hydrofoil causes reJuction in the negative pressures

on the upper surface and as it ]_eaves the water, it
again acts as a very wide hydroflap.
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If the nose hydrofoil has a negative attitude at

any time during a ditching, it will cause a downward'

force which will be hazardous. .Y_ order to eliminate

this danger _t .may be desirable to have the hydrofoil

ooerate at a high angle of attack. If this is done,

complete cavitation should occur throughout the immersion

and the hydrofoil will act s_milar to a wide hydroflap
rather than an airfoil.

_TAPPARATUS A_.,JD PROC_,DN,n_

The aoparatus used and the general procedure followed

at the outdoor cataoult _n conducting model tests are
described in references i and 2_.

D3_amic models of the Army B-26, B-25, B-17F,

B-2_., and A-20A air_lanes wore used in the tests. All

of the models except that of t!0s B-17F airolane were

altered to simulate damage of such parts as the bomb

doors, nose-wheel door, bottom hatches, and bombardier's
window as described in reference 7_. _ffne B-17F model

was tested with bomb doors intact and with the belly

turret rigidly fastened in D!ace and with simulated

damage of nose _window and bottom hatches since the

most unfavorable ditching oerformance was obtained
. B-26 andin this condition _Todels of the B-25, ,

A-2OA'ai"rolanes were ,tested with bomb doors in place

which were designed to fail on direct contact with the

water as in a fu].l-scale ditchingo Ditchings were

made with and without ditching aids to deterred.he

roughly the extent of _rotect_on afforded to tl_e weak

¢_.bomb door by an a ....

The genera]_, s_ecificat_ons of the d.i.tching aids,

which were installed on the various models, are ore-
sented in table I.

Typical installations of the nose h._Tdroflap,

nacelle hydroflaos, and a nose hyd.rofoil are presented

in figures I, 2, and 3.

RE SUi_ _,.S

HydroflaD test in the impact basin.- As a background

to the model tests, a preliminary te's-_was made in the



impact basin to obtain the general characteristics and

pressure distribution that might be expected of a

hydroflap. The apparatus and general procedure used
are described in refer_ence 3_ One run was made with a

model h_droflap of 9--inch width inclined .at an angle

of 30 ° to the water surface and w_.th a weight of .

'2400 pounds loading the mode].° The velocity parallel to

the water surface was 92.5 feet per second while the

velocity normal to the water surface was 9.25 feet per

second. (See fig. 4.)

This run may be considered as representative of a

full-scale ditching at 90 miles per hour by scaling all

values according to the laws of similitude. The corres-

ponding values for the full-scale condition are a

velocity normal to the water of 13.2 feet per second_

a liydroflap v idth of IO.5 inches_ and a load on the

h_fdrof].ap of 20,600 pounds.

In a normal tail-down ditching attitude the tail of

the fuselage and the hydroflap each carry, part of the

inertia loads, This run _ay be considered as representa-

tive of the d_fferent military airplanes being investisated

(having gross weights ranging°" from 20,000 to 50,000 Ib)

If different proportions of the water load are considered

to be acting on the hydroflap and on the tail of the

fuselage.

Figure 5 is a sketch which specifies a possible

ditching condition approximately represented by the

@xperimental run. _

Figure 6 presents the results obtained in the

above run in the form of time histories of pressures,

acceleration, vert_cal velocity, and vertical displace-

ment_ Two accelerometers were used to measure the

impact acceleration. .The instrumentation used to

obtain the other variables is described in reference 3.

The pressure gages were of' the diaphragm type with a

strain gage installed to indicate electrically the time

hlsto.ries of the pressure occurring at two points along

the hydro flap.

The general shape of the pressure time histories

at all immersed points along the center line of the

hydrof!ap is indicated by the time-history plots of

the .recorded pressures occurring at the location of

the two pressure instruments.
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As a point entered and left the _ater it experienced
a peak pressure appro_:imately eaual in magnitude to the

• . _v_ velocity at •maximum dynamio pres;_are for the effect _
wh_,ch the po_n_ was travel:ing relative to the water.

During the r_.st of the immersed period_ the value of

the oressure was about one-_ _._ of the peak value_

The peak values would have been sl_gntly less at

points farther up on the hydroflap than they were at

the locations of the pressure gages used in the tests.

For the o_'.:r-all •bydroflap design a uniformly dis-

trlbuoed sustained pressure of one-half the peak value

could be assu'_ed while the peak pressure values could

be used in the local d<_ig_ of the hydroflap.

The hydrof!ap immersed about 2 5 inches vertically

(full scale) before vertical motion was dissipated.

_._..±sdeoth would have reQu_r_ed a hydroflap inclined

at 50 ° to the fuselage bottom, and approximately 6 feet

in length to kee p the hose o_ the fuselage clever at

the test speed,

Dynamic model tests at the outdoor catapult,-

To allow for ,jar_ations in seaway_ wind, or tes.ting

techn._oue several runs were usually made with a model

holding the attitude, speed_ and structural damage.
constant o

Table II summarizes the observed general performance

of th(: various models with and without a ditching aid.

The number of runs considered and the conditions of

seaway are indicated_

Table III presents values of maximum longitudinal

decelerations (along the fore and af% axis) obtained

in ditchings of various models with and without ditching

aids. Typical runs made under similar conditions are

compared to demonstrate the effect of d].t_hing, aids on

maximum longitudinal decelerations°

Table IV presents data which roughly indicate

the extent that ditching aids protect the bomb doors.

Figure 7 is a plot of time histories of longi-

tudinal decelerations obtained in typical ditch.!ngs

of several dynamic models with and Without a ditching

c_id.
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Figures 8 through 15 are photographic sequences

comparing the ditching performance of the various

models with and _dthout ditching aids. The runs were

selecte_ to demonstrate the need for a dltch_ng aid in

particular instances and to show the effectiveness of

the: ditching aid in satisfying this need. All of the

runs are typical with the exception of the B-26 model

ditched without an aid. This was the worst run that

occurred w_th the model ditched in either smooth water

or across sv,'ells. It is'presented Inasmuch as it

clearly In'd_cates that a need may exist for _mprovlng the

ditching performance of an airplane which normally has
good dltching characterisSics (reference I).

DISCUSSION OF MODEL RESULTS

Effect of d_tchin_ aides on ditchin_ perfo_n_,ar.,ce

h_-gh-_a_u'd_itcblngs one mo_f_ective nose_

hydroflap tested was a long slender one which contacted

at about the same time as the ta_.l of the fusel_geo ,_

In the lower initial attitudes tested_ this type

of ditching aid caused skipping° In the worst cases,

the airplane pitched in the air, stalled, and re-entered
the water with a slightly negative attitude. Since

the hydroflap angle was decreased, the nose of the

_Irplane was not always held clear during the rest
of the run.

The hydrofoil used was always effective in smooth

water in holding the nose and nacelles clear and long

smooth runs resulted. In the ditchings made at high
speeds the model skipped but maintained its trim and

the nose and forward part of the fuselage was held

clear until late in the run. However, from the previous
discussion it is clear that care must be taken to

prevent the hydrofoil from operating at a level or

negative angle of attack.

On the low-wing airplane upon which the nacelle

hydroflaps were tested_ they were effective in smooth

water_ They reduced the drag of the nacelles and at

the same time kept the nose clear when the angle of
the hydroflaps vT[th respect to the water was such as

to keep the resultant force forward of the center of
gravity.
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The nacelle hydroflaps •were successful in pre-

venting violent turns in wing-low landings by .,.euucing

the nacelle drag and therefore the _high yawing moment.
\

Effect of ditching aids upon deceleration.,- In -

every instance the maxinlum lon_itudinal deceleration

(alon E the fore and aft axis) was decreased When an
aid was used. In most runs the deceleration was

greatly decreased over that experienced in runs without

an aid, although, in a fewinstances, t.uere was mmch

benefit offered by an aid.

Protection of f<,_selage bottom. • - in landings in

smooth _'vater arid para-i-i-6[[ to _'e waves, there was an

indication that some protection to the fuselage bottom

would be accomplished by t_te nose _ydroflap. _'ie
hydrofoil also afforded some protection to the forward

half of tb..e fuselage bottom insofar as-that portion
was held clear or the water until ]_ate in the run.

_f " LY, fectiveness of ditching aids in rour,_h water. -

The nose h.ydroflap and hydrofoil were installed in

models which were ditched it, smooth and fourth water.

Both devices were most effective in smooth Water but

appeared to be of considerable value in moderate seaway

when land.in S paralled to the waves.

The hydroflap usually st:cceeded in _ ""_olclin,<) the

nose clear in ditchin!_s made across the waves except

in a few cases when the model skipped arid re-entered

in a nose-down attitude so that the ]:rydroflap trir_

anqle was very small.

m

_,he hydrofoil was effective in landin, Z _acrosS swells

but was not tested in rough breaking waves.

The nacelle hydroflaps used were too small and

provided insufficient pitchin S moment to be of much.

value in a ditchin S across tlie waves but lon,ser and,

wider hydroflaps would probably have i',:_iproved ditching
" <I,_

performance in rough wauer_

General observations. - Judsin L from model, tests

it wouTd be best to have a iiose-ulgcning aid in

conjunction witm ai.ds under each of the inboard

nacelleso
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If hydroflaps are used_ they should be trapezoidal

in plan form and it w;ould be desirable for the nacelle

flaps to have a V-type cross section (dihedral) in

order to introduce appropriate forces for reducing the

yaw that accompanies a slightly wing-low ditching.

It would be preferable to have all hydro flaps
contact the water at about t_e_ same time as the tail

of the airplane in order to minimize pitching_
!

If a hydrofoil is used it would be desirable for

it to he installed so that it will have little

opporcu_nity to operate at a level or negative attitude.

Retractable ditching a_ds should have negligible

effect upon the top speed of the airplane.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based on tests made

with dynamic models of military airplanes landed in

calm and rough water at an outdoor catapult.

i_ Ditching aids would be an asset to airplanes

which are forced to operate extensively over seaway

because of the following beneficial effects in event

of a ditching:

a. Decreased deceleration°

b. Protection of forward fuselage bottom.

c. Reduction of diving tendency.

d. Reduction of yawing tendency during wing-low

ditchings.

2o Ditching aids placed under the nose and under

the nacelles, which house the main landing gear, would

be practical means of improving the ditching behavior

of military airplanes.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va., January 16, 19_5
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TABLE I

DITCRING AID SPECIFICATIONS

(All values are full-scale)

Hydrofoil - V-type, 2 strut support

8pa.n, in.

•Chcx'd length, in.
Foil section, piano convex

Distance below fuselage reference
line, approx, in.

Angle mde with fuselage reference
line, approx, deg

Longitudinal location with reference
to most forward part of fuselage,

approx, in.

Angle of dihedral, of hydrofoil, de_

Nose hydroflap - Long

Location with reference to most

forward part of fuselage,

approx, in.
Length, in.

Width, in.
Ar_le of inclination with fuselage

reference llne, deg
Shape of lower surface

Nose hydroflap - Short

Locatlon withreferen_e to most

forward part of fuselage, _pprox. in.

Length, in.

Width, in.
Angle of inclination wi£h fuselage

reference line, deg
Shape of lower surface

Nacelle Hydroflaps (inboard nacelles)

Location

Length, in.

Width, in.

Angle of inclination with thrust
line, deg

B-17F B-_

96
16

R = 19 in.
Lower surface

flat

64

+3

-sT
15

24

30
Flat

36
24

15
Flat

On leading
edge of

cowling
2O

8

2O

-72
36
24

15
Flat

B-25 B-26 A-20A

-74
77
22

3o
Fuselage bot_
tc_n cln_e-

tufa approx-
imated.

22

3o
Fuselage bot-i
tom curva-

ture approx-
imated.

96
16

R = i4.a5"
Lower sur-
face flat

81

+3

-ST
15

-65

24

30
Fuselage bot-
tom curva-

ture approx-
imated.

24

3o
Fusela6e bot-
tom curva-

ture approx-
Imate_.

2O

30
Flat

-65
50
20

30
Flat

I

M



Model

N
Attitude Airspeed Weight

deg _h Ib

B-177 10 98

7 110

:_ 125 57,000

_ I_CEI_I_ AIDS ml PleT_SMAI_ _ D_alIIC M_S _ MXL_t_ AIXEr_IIS
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poise o_ skip 4b
with nose held Be

elea_.

Low wing held

el_e_, s_oth
l_n l.osu_ ed.

£b 6

Paep_ wed sr la
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B-24D

Weig_
Ib

17,400

Type cf
seaway and
¢_a_aeter
of a l_roaeh

_o_h

4 115 17,400 Smooth

9 96 _,000 Smooth

5 110 4_,000 _ooth

1 125 4_s 000 Smooth

a - nose byd_flap

b - hyd_foil
• -meelle bydroflaps
_L - wing lc_ knding
N - normal landing

Type_

landing

N

N

TA._..Z II (Colluded)

Pertamm, oe o_ no_l

Witho_ at4 With nose hydroflap With hy_rofoil With nacelle
hy_'_ foils

I_m banging naeellee
raised eons_ derable

el_ay. Nose usually
clear until end of
run.

Similar to smooth
_ter z_ns.

Pox'poised, na oellee

_u_ in g-_ run.

Pitched 'up after
contact then nose

d_ in- flamlago
rode low in water

Similar to 9 ° atti-

tude run.

Pitched up an_
do_ in water. Nose

& nacelles d_ in
deeply at end of
run

Planed on end c_ lower

portion of hydroflap

Similar to mooth
wat_ _lnn.

Nose held elect

durin_ run.,

Tended to porpoise

Smooth run usual_T
resulted _4th nose
_ld el e_r.

Skipped after f_et
i_et. _e-entered
and p_a.poisod.
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Model

A-20A

B-26

_-25

TABLE III

•EFFECT OF DITCHI_ AIDS ON MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL DECELERATIONS

OF DYNAMIC MODELS OF MILITARY AIRPLANES

(All values are full-scale

I Attitudefus .ref. line
deg

I
13
13

12
12
12
12
12
8

13
l}
13
13

9
9

Air

Spa ed
mph

90
90
90

115
115

11o
11o
11o
11o
11o
12o
_0

90
90
90
90
108
108
108

T_ o_
dit chlm6 aid

hydro flap
hydro flap
hydro n,_
hydro flap
hydro flap

hydro fol i
hydro foi i
hydro flap
hydro fla p
hydro flap
hydro foil
hydro flap

hydro flap

hydro flap
hydro flap
hydro flap
hydro flap
hydro flap
_dron_

Type. of seaway
I

rough water
calm
calm
rough water
rough water

rough water
rough water
calm

calm
calm
rough water
calm

rough water

rough water
calm
calm

rough water
rough water
calm

Maximum
Deceleratl on
with out aid

5.81

7.7o

.43

.00
4.92
5.69
 .31
_.92
4._9

4.62

.08

.62
_,62
5.08
.2_

7.3_

Maximum
Deceleration

with aid

g

3.5_

3.61
2.95,
_.O0
3.85
3.oo
_.93
.00

4.59

3.61
4.10
3..&8

3

i. Ditchlngs in rough water made parallel to the wave crests.
COMMII_.EmR AERONAUTICS

0

01
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Model

A-20A

B-25

B-26

i. Di

Attitude
fus .re f •line

deg.

13

13

i0

4

2

13

12

12

8

chimg s in rc_

TABIE IV

PROTECTION OF BOMB DOORS BY DITCHING AID

NATIONALADVISORY

COMMITTEEFORAERONAUTICS

Air

speed

mph

9O

9O

98

n5

120

90

lO8

: Ii0

ii0

120

Type of seaway
1

rough water

rough water

rough water

rough water

rough water

rough water

rough water

swells

rough water

smooth

Type of

ditching aid

30 ° hydro flap

30 ° hydroflap

30 ° hydro flap

30 ° hydrofl ap

30° hydro flap

30 ° hydro flap

30 ° hydro flap

30 ° hydro flap

hydrofoil

30 ° hydro flap

120 smooth hydrofoil

b wat(r made parallel ' _ the wave crest_

With aid

Rear half of bomb
doors failed.

Skin failed in rear

one-quarter in 3
runs .

La_er one-third of

bomb doors failed•

Bomb doors remained
intact in 2 runs

Bomb doors intact

in 2 runs

Bomb doors remained
intact in _ runs

Bomb doors,r emained
intact in 3 runs

Bomb doors protected
in 4 runs

Bomb doors protected
in 2 runs

Bomb doors intact in

3runs

Bomb doors intact in

• one run

Without •aid

Bomb doors

designed
to fail•

Bomb doors
demoli she d

Bomb door s
demolished

Bomb doors
demolished

Bomb doors

pulled out
of airplane

Bomb door s

designed
to fail

Bomb do or s
demolished

0

V _

o_
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(a) Wit.hour ditching aid.
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1.68 g.05 3.2 5.03 6.92

Time in seconds.

(b) With hydroflap.

1

Figure lO.- Photographs of a _-size model of the Army B-24D airplane ditched with

and without a ditching aid.

Attitudq, fuselage reference line, i°; airspeed, 125 mph.

Bomb doors out, nose wheel door and bombardier's sighting window were covered

with "doped" silkspan.

0

01

O_

All values are full-scale.
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o .3o .40 ._o z.1 4.o_

Time in seconds.

(a) Without ditchin_ aid.
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0 i. 30 2.26 3.55 3. gO 5.20

Time in seconds

(b_ With hydroflap. (Second impact, attitute greater than l_°!

1
Figure ii.- Photographs of a _-#-size model of the Army B-26 airplane ditched across

swells with and without a ditching aid.

Attitude, fuselage reference line, 12°; airspeed, 105 mph.

Bomb-bay doors, waist gun doors were removed, and partial damage to the wheel doors

was simulated.

All values are full-scale.
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.87 2.91 _.00 1.60 I. I0 0

Time in seconds.

(a} Without ditching aid.
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7.20 5. I0 2. I0 1.80 ,55 0

Time in seconds.

{bl With hydrofoil.

of a _-size model of the Army B-17F airplane ditched along theFigure 12.- Photographs

waves with and without a ditching aid.

7°. airspeed, llO mphAttitude, fuselage reference line, .

Bomb-bay doors in; gun turret on. Nose window, camera hatch, rear entrance hatch,

tail wheel well, and rear gunner's entrance door were omitted to simulate their

failure.

0

C_

(.n

Cn

All values are full-scale.
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Time in seconds.

(a) Without ditching aid.
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2.50 2.75 5.05

Time in seconds.

(b) With nacelle hydro flaps on inboard motors.

Photographs of a 1-size model of the Army B-17FFigure 13.-

airplane ditched across the waves with and without a ditch-

ing aid.

Attitude of fuselage reference line, 7°; airspeed, ii0 mph.

Bomb doors in, gun turret on. Nose window, camera hatch,

rear entrance hatch, tail wheel well, and rear gunner's

entrance door were omitted to simulate their failure.

All values are full-scale.


